Fuel bowl delete 7.3

Home Powerstroke Diesel 7. Add to Wish List Email a friend. Questions about this item? Ask
here. Out of Stock. Put me on the Waiting List. This kit eliminates the factory mechanical fuel
pump and filter bowl assemblies from the engine valley, includes larger than stock fuel lines for
improved fuel flow to the injectors and provides a high quality aftermarket fuel pressure
regulator to properly manage fuel system pressure. For customers doing aftermarket high
pressure oil pump systems, custom turbocharger systems or other high performance
modifications, this kit also opens up a bunch of room in the engine valley. The use of this kit
with an appropriate electric fuel pump not included and proper aftermarket fuel filtration will
result in quicker starting and smoother engine operation. This kit will also support significantly
more power upgrades, depending on the fuel pump and plumbing setup used. The most
commonly reported results from the installation of an Driven Diesel Regulated Return Kit are:.
Q: Will this set up work with a mechanical pump? I replaced the pump and swapped the fuel
bowl with a spin on the bowl assembly was cracked and leaking. Now the regulator is shot and I
don't want to pirate another from a bowl assembly, I'd rather build it right so I can count on it
lasting A: It doesn't work with the stock fuel pump. Was this answer helpful? Install
instructions. Reward Points. Related Items. Usually Ships in 24 Hours. Add To Cart. Usually
Ships in 24 hours. Alliant Fuel Filter Housing Assembly. Usually ships in 24 hours. Online Chat.
Home Powerstroke Diesel 7. Add to Wish List Email a friend. Questions about this item? Be the
first to ask here. Usually Ships in 24 Hours. Choose Options. Put me on the Waiting List. Just
like our "Standard" version, this kit eliminates the "dead-head" stock fuel rails and provides
adjustable fuel pressure capability to the Powerstroke fuel system. This is accomplished by
tying the end of each fuel rail together through a Bypass Fuel Pressure Regulator. In addition,
the "Bowl Delete" Regulated Return kit also eliminates the restrictive fuel filter bowl, improving
fuel flow to the heads and giving back some valuable engine valley room. The primary benefits
of this kit are significantly increased fuel flow "through" the heads, eliminating fuel delivery and
noise issues associated with the 8 injector and ensuring that every fuel injector has adequate
fuel quantity and pressure all the time. Additionally, any air that may develop in the fuel system
can pass through the heads and out the regulators return port to the tank, instead of through
the fuel injectors Check out our High Flow Banjo Bolt Kits, they are a breeze to put in when you
already have the truck apart for a Regulated Return installation. A mini tubing cutter is needed
for this installation. If you don't have one, we have added one to the product options. The most
commonly reported results from the installation of an Driven Diesel Regulated Return Kit are:.
Higher concentrations can negatively impact the glues used to assemble most fuel filter
elements. This pressure is required in Ford 7. While all other FASS 55psi pumps could use this
spring for increased pressure, FASS feels that this will result in premature pump failure and will
not honor the warranty! These new pumps already come with the 75 psi spring installed! Rating
Snapshot Select a row below to filter reviews. Average Customer Ratings 4. Good kit. Fuel
pressure is steady with my stage 2s. Did you find this helpful? All the parts came in this system
to do the job. Good instructions. I'm impressed with the return kit and give it good marks.
Dialed my pressure in and seems to be working great. My top end power seems better and I'm
glad to get rid of the factory fuel bowl. Very nice product to go with the new fuel system. Install
instructions. Reward Points. Related Items. Add To Cart. Driven Diesel Standard Regulated
Return. Sinister Diesel Regulated Return. Usually Ships in days. Usually ships in 24 hours.
Browse Similar Items. Online Chat. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below
only. Ships out same day if ordered before 2pm est. Thank You! Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. The seller is
away until Mar 08, Add this item to your watchlist to keep track of it. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or
get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab.
Seller information crudediesel Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Add to cart. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Tampa, Florida, United States. Ships to:.
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Report item - opens in a new

window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by crudediesel. This is a basic kit for
use with your existing mechanical fuel lift pump. Also an easy project for the do-it-yourselfer.
The kit will come with everything needed to install and, directions. All regulators are built in
house. Here are some past known youtube video links from a local customers install of this kit.
If the links are still active, the videos will show the old style regulator and bracket. The new
regulators are all black and, come with an aluminum bracket. Feel free to send me a message
with any questions you might have. Parts exchanged directly through me for an easy process.
Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost
cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Taxes may be applicable at
checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay
Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods.
Feedback on crudediesel from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Item shipped
faster than expected. Best bang for your buck fuel mod. I was referred to crude diesel by
multiple contacts with all good things to say. Awesome customer service!! Fast delivery. Will do
business with again. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Crude Performance Diesel. Warranty- 1-year
warranty. Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items available. Typically, most
aftermarket filters are mounted on the frame. More than capable of holding up to pressures
needed for the 7. What's nice about this pump is that the regulator is built in so no worrying
about plumbing an aftermarket regulator in and removes any other potential for air in the fuel.
For the naysayers, we have customers running these into the HP range without issue of
dropping fuel pressure, have been running one on our 7. A direct swap for customers who have
previously purchased our popular Fuel Bowl Retain Kit , this manifold block cleans up the
engine valley area, allowing better access to the high pressure oil pump and lines. Kit comes
with fuel rated supply Pushlok style fittings, so all you need to do is supply your fuel rated hose
from your pump to the block. The block is about a minute swap in the engine valley. Additional
Images. CNC Fabrication 7. This retro-fit manifold is a direct swap for our 4 line feed fuel line kit
to remove the factory fuel bowl. Customize Your Item. Qty :. Free Shipping! Add to Cart.
Description Details Shipping Reviews Description Typically, most aftermarket filters are
mounted on the frame. Using the newly supplied bolt to hold the manifold, reattach the fuel
lines. Package Dimensions: W4. You must login to post a review. May We Suggest. CNC
Fabrication L 7. Powered by Juicer. Password Forgot Password? New Customer Forgot
Password. On the late 7. Although these trucks really are one of the most dependable and
long-living machines on the road, everything has cons, am I right? Among providing your fuel
system with sufficient amounts of fuel, this kit also eliminates that pesky fuel filter bowl that is
prone to cracking and leaking as aforementioned. When you combine this kit with their filter or
fuel delivery kits, the Driven Diesel Regulated Return products can feed any Power Stroke
application from mild to wild. For more parts reviews, truck features, and event coverage, stay
tuned right here at Diesel Army. We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you
request. We promise not to use your email address for anything but exclusive updates from the
Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. Diesels Around The World:
Volkswagen. All Projects Project DeadSpool. Article Sources. Strictly Diesel. Latest News.
Buyer Guides. Car Features. More Stories. Enlist in the Diesel Army newsletter. Subscribe Now.
Diesel Army. We'll send you the most exciting Diesel articles, news, truck features, and videos
every week. We think you might like Diesel Army Thank you for your subscription. No thanks.
Off road, Jeeps, 4x4s. Engine Tech. Drag Racing. This kit takes no short cuts on delivering the
most complete setup on the market. From our seamless integration at the selector valve to the
billet adapter we use to tie into the factory rear feed lines, this kit is second to none. You will not

have to remove the OEM turbo to install this kit! If you have trouble keeping fuel pressure with
larger injectors, it is usually due to the selector valve or clogged pick up tubes. Selector valve
fittings that allow you to seamlessly integrate our fuel system onto the factory selector valve.
Complete parker push-lok hose. All kits include enough hose to fit a crew cab long bed pick-up
truck. A stainless steel, laser cut bracket with stainless steel hardware. Complete fuel bowl
delete, replaces all factory fuel system lines exc
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ept the rear two. If you would like to replace these lines we sell them separately. If you have a
T4 kit and would like to replace them with our old, pushloc setup, please specify when ordering.
Video links provided for full installation. Feeds rear of factory heads. Factory rear fuel lines stay
intact. Factory front fuel lines can stay intact, but are not required. If you wish to get rid of these
lines, you must request this when ordering. Turbo O-ring and new banjo washers included for
leak free operation. Extra fittings, padded p-clamps and hardware to use as needed. Average
install time is just hours! Complete wiring harness utilizing; ga. Shipping is included in the price
of the kit to any of the lower 48 states. Return shipping is customer responsibility. Installation
Instructions: You will be provided the most up-to-date instructions when you request your
quote directly to your e-mail. They are to be installed as tight as you can by hand and then
ONLY tightened 1. Request Quote.

